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Abstract:  
This talk concerns what seems a unique and very 

sudden event in biological evolution. In a 

biological-eyeblink striking self-similarity appears 

between the internal workings of cells and recent 

human societies typically with population sizes of, 

for example, >104 individuals, thus far exceeding 

those of any other animal species except those of 

social insects, which do not share the essential 

kind of  self-similarity. 

The RNA world invented the purely informational 

DNA molecules and the living world became a 

DNA-world. Billions of years later only in humans 

writing appeared and in a biological eye-blink the 

human world became a text-based world. Thus the 

current world of humans is characterized by 

hyper-complex mass-societies that just as their 

recent science and technology are impossible 

without the extremely effective creation, copying, 

distribution and accumulation of chunks of 

durable memory, existing externally to the 

individuals and typically greatly outlasting them, 

while defining their behavioral potentials and 

tendencies. 

Cells have genomes while human mass-societies 

have ‘textomes” including all their essential texts, 

parts of which are frequently copied, such as for 

the numerous curricula defining the various kinds 

of specialized individuals.   

But these striking analogies to the protein societies 

of cells rely on the analogous spatial structure of 

purely informational strings, molecular or textual, 

also detected in the temporal patterning of 

interactions among neurons in neuronal networks 

within brainsand among animals including humans 

and drawing attention to these analogies.  

Ethology, the biology of behavior, received its 

first Nobel Prize in Medicine or Physiology in 

1973 shared between N. Tinbergen, K. Lorenz and 

K. von Frisch and in 1975 E. O. Wilson’s 

Sociobiology pointed to social insect societies as 

biological models for human mass-societies. But 

none of the studied organisms were components of 

any others, so Lorenz’s Nobel lecture, “Analogy as 

a source of knowledge”, had no mention of self-

similarity/analogy. Fractal mathematics was still 

new and nano scale biological research in its 

infancy. Ethology was not ready for self-similarity 

and text-based mass-societies. In the only other 

animal mass-societies specialization of individuals 

(citizens) relied on very different means. 

The present ethomathematical and computational 

project has since the 1970’s focused on creating 

mathematical patterns including T-patterns and T-

patterned strings, called T-strings, with detection 

algorithms and software (Theme) widely used for 

their detection in humans, animals and neuronal 

brain networks as well as in proteins thus drawing 

attention to ever deeper self-similarity from nano 

to human scales. A model has thus appeared in 

cells as mass-societies of highly specialized 

proteins shaped and controlled by giant purely 

informational T-strings (DNA) external to the 

individuals only paralleled in mass-societies of 

humans so recently shaped and controlled by 

purely informational giant T-strings called texts. 

Revolutionary seems no exaggeration about the 

biologically sudden change from hunter-gatherer to 

current mass-social text (t-string) based lifestyle. 

Over a thousand fold increase in human knowledge 

notably in mathematics as well as most other 

sciences, but also the numerous problems now 

faced by nearly eight billion mass-social human 

individuals. Non-human primate or preliterate 

human groups no longer seem satisfactory as 

biological models for human existence and may 

divert attention from essential aspects of modern 

human existence.  Cancer is sometimes seen as 

“misbehavior” of our inner mass-societies and as 

our human societies have suddenly began 

inadvertently copying their internal functioning 

many orders of size. and duration and levels of 

organization above, human existence has with a 

bio-mathematical continuum from nano to human 

scales revolutionized human existence and lifestyle 

as barely ever seen in evolution. 
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